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For the first time ever, a famous spiritual astrologer shares the secrets, previously known only to

professionals, that hold the key to your future.Astrologer Jan Spiller shows you the key to

discovering your hidden talents, your deepest desires, and the ways you can avoid negative

influences that may distract you from achieving your true life purpose, as revealed in your chart by

the position of the North Node of the Moon. With insight and depth impossible to gain from the

commonly known sun-sign profiles, the enlightening self-portrait offered by the Nodes of the Moon

can explain the life lessons you came here to learn and how to achieve the fulfillment and peace

you desire. Jan Spiller shows you how to locate the all-important North Node of the Moon in your

astrological chart and provides a detailed interpretation of its influence and exclusive exercises to

help you learn about:â€¢ The SPECIAL TALENT that is waiting for you, a unique gift that could

easily be turned into professional successâ€¢ The SELF-DEFEATING TENDENCIES in your

personality that can hold you back and sabotage relationshipsâ€¢ The LOVE PARTNER who can be

your soul mateâ€”and the partner whose hold over you can lead to heartbreakâ€¢ The TRAP or

temptation from a past life that can lead to disaster if you are not forewarnedâ€¢ The HEALING

AFFIRMATIONS designed to help you release your positive energy and strengthen the qualities that

can bring you true happinessJan Spiller is nationally recognized as a leader in the astrology field.

She is a faculty member of the American Federation of Astrologers and co-author of Spiritual

Astrology.
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"Jan Spiller is a brilliant, accurate, remarkable astrologer....This is must reading for anyone on the

spiritual path to fulfilling their soul's destiny."--Harold Bloomfield, M.D., New York Times bestselling

author of How to Survive the Loss of a Love and How to Heal Depression"I am grateful to Ms.

Spiller for presenting us with such a lucid, spiritually focused, accessible, and thought-provoking

book. . . .[It] will illuminate minds, enrich relationships, enlighten souls, and change lives."--Ronnie

Grishman, Editor-in-Chief, Dell Horoscope Magazine"A fine contribution to modern astrological

literature. . .Jan Spiller takes the nodal axis and points it directly at our hearts, opening and

expanding our creative possibilities in the process!"--Alan Oken, author of Alan Oken's Complete

Astrology"Jan Spiller has made it possible for the general public to go beyond sun signs...and for

the spiritual seeker to find growth and self-awareness in practical yet uplifting terms."--Donna

Cunningham, author of Moon Signs and The Moon in Your Life"Illuminating...You'll find yourself in

these pages: your personality, your relationships, your fears and hopes, what you really want and

how you keep yourself from getting it!"--Gloria Star, professional astrologer and editor of Astrology

for Women: Roles and Relationships
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for Women: Roles and Relationships



This is incredibly thorough and accurate. If you're ready to find a level of direction based around the

North Nodes (something I would never have thought to factor in had a friend not suggested this

book), use this book. The advice is solid, the zodiac interpretations are spot on, and there's a gentle

nature to the delivery that makes the negatives easier to swallow, and the positives a brilliant

spotlight into building an effective life.

I learned so much about myself reading Jan's book. It was enlightening. I've recommended to many

friends and I recommend it to anyone seeking to go deeper into astrology.

I find her analysis interesting but rather tedious! In reading the one that pertains to my astrological

positioning, it felt so negative at first as I read it in small segments. I was inclined to feel like

something of a reject! LOL But seriously, this author goes deep and at the same time, she seems to

have to make a big distinction between the spiritual and the material as being two completely

separate paths in life. I have actually come to the conclusion, after having looked at it her way, that

it's important to integrate the two together, rather than looking at the material as a culprit along the

spiritual path.

Great Book! I highly recommend to people who are looking for an direction on things to learn and

things to leave behind during their life. My North Node summary was spot on as well as my Mom's.

Spot on. As if my north node was written for me.

A friend recommended this book to kind of introduce me to astrology. All I can say is WOW. It is so

dead on accurate it is scary. It's like she climbed into my mind and wrote down my personality, and

how I react to situations and what I need ect... It is very interesting to read about yourself, but also

read about others. For a couple of people in my life, the accuracy of their personalities was so

accurate and eye opening it was alarming for them. One person who has a lot of negative things in

her life and never gets what she wants read her section and really didn't want to hear it. Because

the areas she needed to work on were TRUE and she didn't really want to admit it, or hear it. I

would recommend this book for anyone who is OPEN to hearing these things and understands that

maybe some of it might not be accurate, but for the most part (in my experience) it was creepy how

much of it IS. It really does give insight to not only yourself, but others as well.



Good addition to my books

reading this book has given me one of those experiences that I'm being described with an accuracy

to the point like by no other astrologist. As a matter of fact this is the only astrological book I've read

and returned to, but this book has given me a perspective that those astrologists making a map out

of your date and site of birth haven't been able to, a perspective that explains many of the features

I've been struggling with. It is deliberating and releasing to read this book because it describes your

dysfunctionality from a different angle than any others, at the same time with warmth empathy and

understanding. You also get some ideas how to work on your stuff.
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